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From Your (apologizing) Editor:

C

harleston has had to deal with some
rough weather over the past several
months. We at Sullivan’s had a lot of
snow for us (5 inches!) and it didn’t melt quickly like it was supposed to. We have a column
in this issue by Corey Seeman about how our
colleagues in Michigan deal with the snow with
snowplows, etc. But we in Charleston are inexperienced and without equipment. The Dec/Jan
issue of ATG was for ALA Midwinter
and we made it all right. But we must
do our subscription renewals before
working on the February print issue
of ATG and with ALA Midwinter
occurring later than usual this year we
now find ourselves a bit behind and
running much too slow with getting
the February issue out. In fact we
may have set a record and for
that we do apologize!
Still, this special issue focuses on library platforms and
is excellent. It is guest edited

by the amazing Trey Shelton (who runs the
Charleston Premiers during the Charleston
Conference) and includes articles by Peter
McCracken (LSPs and FOLIO), Elizabeth
Siler (homegrown platforms), Rachel Walton
(IR platforms), Heather Wilson (Octopus
and ERMS development), Athena Hoeppner
(beyond bibliographic discovery), and Justin
Clarke (vendor platforms). Our OpEd is by
managing editor for open research Tim
Britton to kick off Love Data Week. The
glorious book-loving Jim O’Donnell talks
about keeping our books in the competition
for attention.
Our Special Report spotlights
the first Charleston Future Lab
2017 initiative about the future of
the industry led by the dynamic
Mark Sandler and the energetic
Heather Staines. It is our intention to continue this in Charleston 2018. Anthony Watkinson
(who never seems to rest!) has

Letters to the Editor
Send letters to <kstrauch@comcast.net>, phone or fax 843-723-3536, or snail mail:
Against the Grain, Post Office Box 799, Sullivan’s Island, SC 29482. You can also send
a letter to the editor from the ATG Homepage at http://www.against-the-grain.com.
Dear Editor:
Many thanks for this message. I’ve appreciated having the
subscription over the years I’ve attended the Charleston Conference. I will retire at the end of March and would like to transfer
the subscription to a colleague? Is this possible?
Priscilla Treadwell
(Director of Digital Sales at Princeton University Press, Princeton
University Press) <Priscilla_Treadwell@press.princeton.edu>
Dear Priscilla: Of course! Thanks! Katina, Yr. Ed.
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reported on the Academic Publishing in Europe (APE) conference (see And They Were
There which begins on p.47). Our interview is
with the enterprising Pat Sabosik who is also
becoming a master gardener in her spare time!
The awesome Lolly Gasaway answers
many legal questions and answers, Biz of
Acq is about planning, Being Earnest is
about withdrawal of short term loans, Corey
Seeman (who loves squirrels) starts a new
business-focused column about snow plows
in Charleston this time (see above), library
analytics is about demonstrating value and
there is much, much more!
I am supposed to get the February issue to
the printer today, finally! So gotta run!
Thanks for your patience! Love, Yr. Ed.

Rumors
from page 1
are able to provide a deeper level of expertise
and insight to our clients.” The client list for
the predecessor organizations ranges across
many of the most renowned and innovative
organizations working in science, medicine,
technology, and education, including both
for-profit and not-for-profit organizations.
Clarke & Esposito is a sister company to STM
Advisers (http://www.stmadvisers.com), which
focuses on mergers and acquisitions in scientific, technical, medical, and academic publishing. Recently STM Advisers represented
the Mathematical Association of America in
the sale of its book program to the American
Mathematical Society. “We are perhaps a
minority in the professional and academic environment in that, rather than gloom and doom,
we see opportunities for smart management
teams willing to make shrewd investments in
the future,” said Michael Clarke.
http://www.ce-strategy.co
Have you noticed that Tom Gilson who
adapts to and notices everything has started
a special publisher job bank section on the
ATG NewsChannel? I noticed that Clarke &
Esposito just published a job postinga there.
http://www.against-the-grain.com/?s=job+bank+publishers&submit=Search
We have been posting Rumors to the ATG
NewsChannel over the past several weeks and
we will continue to do this as Rumors emerge!
Did you see that Skip Pritchard’s book has
reached the Publisher’s Weekly bestseller
list! The Book of Mistakes: 9 Secrets to Creating a Successful Future, debuted at number
19 on the non-fiction bestseller list. The book
is described as an inspiring business fable and
a motivational tool. Visit https://thebookofmistakes.com! And how about the Rumor about
my granddaughter, Porter’s first birthday on
February 17! Or Rolf Janke’s new position
continued on page 8
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